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The IB Mission Statement
The IB is motivated by a mission to create a better world through education.
IB values their hard earned reputation for quality, for high standards and for pedagogical
leadership. IB also promotes intercultural understanding and respect, not as an alternative to a
sense of cultural and national identity, but as an essential part of life in the 21st century.
All of this is captured in the IB mission statement found below:
The International Baccalaureate aims to develop inquiring, knowledgeable and caring young
people who help to create a better and more peaceful world through intercultural understanding
and respect.
To this end the organization works with schools, governments and international organizations to
develop challenging Programs of international education and rigorous assessment.
These Programs encourage students across the world to become active, compassionate and
lifelong learners who understand that other people, with their differences, can also be right.
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The IB Learner Profile
The attributes and descriptors of the learner profile (see below)
define the type of learner the IB hopes to develop through its three
Programs. IB also has a primary years Program (PYP) and a
middle years Program (MYP). Horton offers the Diploma Program
(DP). The Learner Profile is in essence what IB and their three
Programs, are about. IB Programs promote the education of the
whole person, emphasizing intellectual, personal, emotional and
social growth through all domains of knowledge. By focusing on the dynamic combination of
knowledge, skills, independent critical and creative thought and international-mindedness, the IB
espouses the principle of educating the whole person for a life of active, responsible citizenship.
Underlying the three Programs is the concept of education of the whole person as a lifelong
process. The learner profile is a profile of the whole person as a lifelong learner. The learner
profile is at the heart of the IB and is central to the definition of what it means to be
internationally minded. Thus, the IB is placing the focus for schools where it belongs: on
learning. It is not intended to be a profile of the perfect student; rather, it can be considered as a
map of a lifelong journey in pursuit of international-mindedness. It places the learner firmly at
the heart of IB Programs and focuses attention on the processes and the outcomes of learning.
The Leaner Profile provides a clear and explicit statement of what is expected of students,
teachers and school administrators in terms of learning, and what is expected of parents in terms
of support for that learning.
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Glossary of Key IB Terms
Academic Honesty: the principle that all work presented for assessment should be a candidate’s own
work.
Assessment: a term used to cover all the various methods by which student achievement can be
evaluated. Assessments may include tests, projects, portfolios or oral work—some carried out over a
prolonged period.
Creativity, Activity, and Service (CAS): the extra-curricular program required of Diploma students.
Component: one of the parts of the assessment in a subject; e.g. the History SL course has three
components: the Internal Assessment (IA), Paper 1 and Paper 2.
Criterion: standard by which candidate work is assessed; students are placed in grades according to a
set of Criteria.
Diploma Student: a student who is taking six or more IB courses, TOK and completing CAS and the
EE.
DP Core: In addition to completing courses in six subject areas, full IB diploma candidates are
required to complete the three core components: creativity, activity, service (CAS), the extended
essay (EE), and theory of knowledge (TOK).
Extended Essay (EE): the 4000-word research essay which must be written by every DP candidate.
External Assessment (EA): work that is marked (graded) by an external examiner from the IB;
usually worth 75% of the IB score in a subject (exams, written assignments, portfolios)
Full IB diploma: The IB diploma is a globally-recognized qualification awarded to students who
fulfill all required components of the two-year IB Diploma Programme (DP). To receive the full IB
diploma, students must 1) take three higher level (HL) and three standard level (SL) courses
and exams, 2) complete the DP core requirements, and 3) be awarded a minimum total score of 24
out of 45 possible points.

Higher Level (HL): Higher Level IB courses require 240 hours of study and include an additional
assessment.
IB Grade: the criteria set for 7 grades for each subject (not TOK or EE), whether at Higher or
Standard Level. IB scores are reported on a scale of 1-7.
7 = Excellent
6 = Very good
5 = Good
4 = Satisfactory
3 = Mediocre
2 = Poor
1 = Very poor

Internal Assessment (IA): work that is marked by the teacher and externally by an examiner; e.g.
Math Studies Project.
Learner Profile (LP): the list of ten attributes (qualities or skills) to be developed by students on all
IB programs.
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Moderation: the process whereby the IB teacher’s direction and assessment of the IA are checked
against that of all IB teachers around the world. After scores are entered, samples of student work
are randomly selected to be sent to moderators—typically college professors or experienced IB
teachers. Based on the findings, the scores of all students in the school sometimes are adjusted
up/down a few points. Teachers are provided with a report on the moderation.
Portfolio: several different pieces of work submitted together for Internal Assessment (IA).
Presentation: a piece of assessed work where the candidate presents their work to their teacher and
other students. It may be by a lecture, PowerPoint presentation, debate, or a dramatic presentation
or similar.
Project: a single investigative piece of work submitted for Internal Assessment; for example in Math
SL.
Standard Level (SL): Standard Level IB courses require 150 hours of study.
The DP Model: Phrase used to describe the DP – 6 subjects and core.
Theory of Knowledge (TOK): the seventh mandatory course required of all full Diploma Program
candidates. An interdisciplinary course intended to stimulate critical reflection upon the knowledge
and experience gained inside and outside the classroom.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
There are many more FAQs on our website hortonib.com
Why is the IB program good for me?
• Studies show IB students are better prepared for a successful life/career because they learn to see
the world from a variety of perspectives & develop skills that will remain with them long after the
IB experience is over.
• Most colleges/universities grant admission, course credit, advanced placement or scholarships for
students who have passed the IB exams.
• Challenging classes focus on research, writing, thinking and communicating.
• High expectations; development of full academic potential in all areas of study, including testing.
• Meet local, provincial, national and int’l standards.
• High standards of teaching are required.
• Earn higher scores on ACT®/SAT®.
• Compete for jobs internationally.
• International perspective.
• The AVRCE and DOE pays the cost of all IB exams.
Do colleges/universities give credit for IB work?
A vast number of schools give generous college credit to students who earn the IB diploma. These
amounts vary widely from school to school—depending on how students score on their IB exams. Policies
also change regularly, so it is important to check with your school (or visit their website) to inquire about
current policies.
What’s the difference between Higher Level (HL) and Standard Level (SL) courses?
The difference between HL & SL is not in quality of instruction, but rather in quantity of instructional
time (HL = 240 hours, SL = 150 hours) and in the number of assessments—with HL usually having more.
All HL courses are taught over the two years of the diploma program, while SL courses may be taught over
one year.
Is there much homework?
IB courses are more challenging than regular high school courses in the quality of assignments and the
extent to which students are engaged in those assignments. Students will take greater responsibility for
their own learning; however, time management is crucial to balance activities and IB coursework. This
will be key to being successful.
Will I still be able to play sports, take Band and participate in other activities?
Students who want to participate in the IB Program are encouraged to begin and continue activities
beyond the scope of academics. It is possible to work extracurriculars into your schedule alongside IB
courses.
What if I change my mind and want out of the IB program?
Students must first meet in person with the IB Coordinator. Next, a meeting will be arranged with the
student, parent(s), the IB Coordinator and the principal.
Whom should I notify if I have questions?
IB Coordinator
Mr. Fuller
jasfuller@gnspes.ca

CAS Coordinator
Ms. MacIsaac
ndmacisaa@gnspes.ca

Extended Essay Coordinator
Ms. Forsythe
forsytth@gnspes.ca

IB Guidance Counselor
Ms. S. Coldwell
scoldwell@gnspes.ca
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IB EXPECTATIONS OF STUDENTS
Academic Responsibility
• IB courses are more challenging than traditional high school courses in the quality of the
assignments and the extent to which students are engaged in those assignments.
Students will take greater responsibility for their own learning.
• Complete your work and required assessments on TIME. Stick to deadlines.
• Come to class every day and be PREPARED.
• Time management and hard work are keys to being successful in IB. Plan ahead! To
help with time management, we have an online Google IB Calendar shared with all
teachers and candidates. See Horton homepage for link.
• You will be responsible for your studies, so develop initiative and self-reliance.
What could that entail?
research
extra notes; perhaps going over topics you were unsure of…
revising work
reading that will help you in your studies
working with partners on CAS projects
keeping up with the news… yes, we want you to know about the world
discussions with fellow students or teachers
just thinking…
•
•
•
•

If you have trouble or concerns, ask for help right away from teachers or the IB
Coordinator.
Pass the class(es). Keep track of your grades so that you know where you stand in your
classes.
Electronic backup is vital. Save work on Google Drive, thumb drive, etc. Back it up.
Try your best on the exam(s).

All IB courses require independent work outside class time. How much time depends on each
individual and how much coursework you are assigned. As a rule of thumb, you should aim for
about 3 hours per week for each Higher Level (HL) subject and 2 hours for each Standard Level
(SL) subject.
Academic Participation
• Be involved in every class discussion/activity, regardless of any personal opinions or
reservations. Stay engaged. What you learn now will be what you need to know later.
• Have an open mind about any subject. Be curious.
• Stretch yourself to fulfill your potential by doing your best every time on every assignment.
• Attitudes are contagious. Is yours worth catching?
Academic Integrity
Follow the honor code with EVERY assignment or project and on EVERY quiz, test, or
examination. Do not cheat or plagiarize. You will not be allowed to continue in the program if
you do. Please watch for an email from Mr. Fuller that will contain a link for Horton’s policy on
Academic Honesty in the IB. Both student and parent(s) are required to read and digitally sign
and date this policy.
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The International Baccalaureate Diploma Program
Horton High School is officially authorized by the International Baccalaureate Organization to
offer the IB Diploma Program (DP), becoming part of the IB global family of over 4000 schools
throughout 140 countries. This comprehensive approach to learning emphasizes academic
excellence and fosters personal development by encouraging community service and
involvement in creative and physically active pursuits. This free, open access, alternate pathway
through grades 11 and 12 is truly a gift, as the inherent value of the program provides unique
perspectives and experiences that are specific to IB.
The IB diploma encompasses six subject areas. Horton offers the following subjects: Studies in
Language and Literature - Group 1 (English Literature HL); Language Acquisition - Group 2
(French B SL, SSST); Individuals and Societies - Group 3 (Geography SL/HL, History SL/HL,
Business Management HL); Sciences - Group 4 (Biology SL, Chemistry HL, Physics SL);
Mathematics - Group 5 (Mathematics HL or SL; Mathematical Studies SL); and The Arts Group 6 (Visual Art SL, Music SL).
Full diploma candidates are required to select one course from each of the first 5 subject areas.
The sixth course may come from Group 3, 4, or 6. At least 3 courses—and not more than 4
courses—are taken at Higher Level (HL), with the remaining courses taken at Standard Level
(SL). Students are required to take complete one SL class in grade 11. The difference between HL
& SL is not in quality of instruction, but rather in quantity of instructional time (HL = 240
hours, SL = 150 hours) and in the number of assessments—with HL usually having more. In
addition, diploma candidates must take Theory of Knowledge, complete an Extended Essay, and
fulfill the requirements of Creativity, Action and Service.

Three Special Features
The IB Program offers in addition to the traditional
strengths of a liberal arts curriculum three VERY
UNIQUE features (there are no PSP equivalents):
Theory of Knowledge course – Theory of
knowledge (TOK) is part of the IB Diploma
Program and is mandatory for all IB students. As
a thoughtful and purposeful inquiry into different
ways of knowing (emotion, faith, imagination,
intuition, language, memory, reason, sense
perception), and into different kinds of knowledge
(arts, ethics, history, human sciences, indigenous
knowledge systems, mathematics, natural sciences,
religious knowledge systems), TOK is composed almost entirely
of
questions. The most central question is "How do we know?" The pursuit of knowledge is much
more than a collection of facts, involving the application of logic in critical thinking, examining
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and interpreting the wisdom of others, while searching
for plausible explanations. Other intriguing questions
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What counts as knowledge?
How does it grow?
What are its limits?
Who owns knowledge?
What is the value of knowledge?
What are the implications of having, or not
having, knowledge?

Through discussions of these and other questions, students gain greater awareness of their
personal and ideological assumptions, as well as developing an appreciation of the diversity and
richness of cultural perspectives.
Additionally, TOK prompts students to:
•
•

Become more aware of themselves as independent thinkers, encouraging them to become
more acquainted with the diverse aspects of knowledge.
Recognize the need to act responsibly in an increasingly interconnected and uncertain
world.

TOK also provides a greater sense of coherence for the student, by inter-linking academic
subject areas as well as transcending them. It demonstrates ways in which the student can apply
their knowledge with greater awareness and credibility. TOK encourages students to share ideas
with others and to listen to and learn from what others think. In this process, students’ thinking
and their understanding of knowledge as a human construction are shaped, enriched & deepened.
Be sure to check out www.theoryofknowledge.net and www.ibo.org for more info.
Creativity, Activity and Service (CAS) – While much of a students’ academic life is
determined by the curriculum, the implicit value of CAS goes well beyond the academics by
providing a rare opportunity. In CAS, you decide what you want to discover about yourself and
the world around you, through experiential learning! You take charge of what you learn, and
plan your own approach through CAS. It is a safe environment in which to challenge yourself,
stretch your own perceived limits, and explore your own perspectives and values. In addition,
CAS gives you the opportunity to give back to and learn about your local or global community
by getting involved. There is intrinsic value in contributing to community via volunteer work. It
fosters a sense of community…a sense of place. It promotes a healthy perspective of citizenship.
Although there is no grade awarded for the successful completion of CAS, it is a requirement for
the award of the IB Diploma. The DP also emphasizes values which permeate the curriculum
including internationalism, open mindedness, literacy, compassion, engagement with difficult
questions and intellectual curiosity. All together these give the program a special character and
depth. As a consequence IB graduates gain a special character and depth. They will meet to
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discuss their progress three times per year with the CAS Advisor and will make a final CAS
presentation in Grade 12.

Extended Essay (EE) – As with CAS and TOK, the EE is mandatory for all IB students and
there is no public high school equivalent. Essentially, the EE is an independent, in-depth, selfdirected research project, producing a 4,000-word paper. It is intended to promote highlevel research and writing skills, encouraging intellectual discovery and creativity. It provides
students with an opportunity to not only engage in personal research but to provide an
opportunity to show knowledge, understanding and enthusiasm about a topic of his or her choice,
under the guidance of a supervisor (a teacher in the school). This leads to a major piece of
formally presented, structured writing, in which ideas and findings are communicated in
a reasoned and coherent manner, appropriate to the subject chosen. The completion of the written
essay is followed by a short, debriefing interview, or viva voce, with the supervisor. The
extended essay is assessed against common criteria, interpreted in ways appropriate to each
subject. In those countries where it is the norm for interviews to be required prior to acceptance
for employment or for a place at university, the extended essay has often proved to be a valuable
stimulus for discussion.
Extended Essay workshops have taken place in the past at Horton and were led by Dr. William
Barker. Dr. Barker is the former Vice President and Chancellor at Kings College in Halifax. He
was at one time doing contract work for Harvard University and has also taught English
Literature at Dalhousie University. Dr Barker has been instrumental to the great success that
Nova Scotia IB students have had with their extended essays. Horton IB staff, former and
current IB students have either directly or are indirectly finding that these workshops have been
an invaluable experience. A testimonial from a Horton IB graduate, echoes these thoughts:
“…the extended essay was also a very effective way to introduce me to writing long, self-driven
research papers, a skill that has saved me several hours of work in my first term alone. The extra
time and effort I put into my studies during IB have been rewarded by the free time it has
provided for me in university….I cannot stress enough how important essay-writing and
presentation skills have been in my courses at UNB. I feel like they have been my most important
asset coming out of IB, especially since there is no equivalent to the EE or the higher level
English assessments in the standard NS curriculum. I have a huge advantage in my courses as a
result of these skills.” – Isayah Vidito, BSc Engineering, UNB
More info can be found at hortonib.com as well as www.ibo.org
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CONDITIONS TO ACHIEVE IB DIPLOMA
Candidates of the IB Diploma must satisfy all assessment requirements in six subjects as well as
the core areas of Theory of Knowledge, Extended Essay, and Creativity, Activity and Service.
Performance in each of the six IB Diploma subjects is graded on a scale of 1-7 points. A
maximum of 3 bonus points may be awarded for combined performance in TOK and EE. The
maximum total diploma point score is therefore 45 points.
Diploma candidates must take at least three—and not more than four—courses at Higher Level
(HL), with the remaining courses taken at Standard Level (SL). The difference between HL & SL
is not in quality of instruction, but in quantity of instructional time and in the number of
assessments—with HL usually having more. All HL subjects and at least one SL subject must be
taught over the two years of the diploma program.

Article 13: Award of the IB Diploma
13.1 All assessment components for each of the six subjects and the additional Diploma requirements
must be completed in order to qualify for the award of the IB Diploma, except under the conditions
stipulated in articles 18 and 19 of these regulations.
13.2 The IB Diploma will be awarded to a candidate provided all the following requirements have been
met.
a. CAS requirements have been met.
b. The candidate’s total points are 24 or more.
c. There is no “N” awarded for theory of knowledge, the extended essay or for a contributing subject.
d. There is no grade E awarded for theory of knowledge and/or the extended essay.
e. There is no grade 1 awarded in a subject/level.
f. There are no more than two grade 2s awarded (HL or SL).
g. There are no more than three grade 3s or below awarded (HL or SL).
h. The candidate has gained 12 points or more on HL subjects (for candidates who register for four HL
subjects, the three highest grades count).
i. The candidate has gained 9 points or more on SL subjects (candidates who register for two SL subjects
must gain at least 5 points at SL).
j. The candidate has not received a penalty for academic misconduct from the Final Award Committee.

Source: General regulations: Diploma Programme, 2014, International Baccalaureate Organization
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IB COURSE ASSESSMENTS AT A GLANCE
The IB Diploma Program has earned an international reputation for challenging, independent assessment standards.
Responsibility for all academic judgments about the quality of candidate work rests with the examiners worldwide,
led by chief examiners with international authority. A variety of assessment methods are used to judge both the
content and the process of academic achievement and to take into account different learning styles and cultural
patterns. The assessment of IB courses includes a combination of internally assessed coursework and standardized
examinations assessed by external examiners worldwide. Samples of coursework assessed internally by Horton High
School IB teachers will be sent to independent outside experts, to ensure that international standards are met.
Internal assessment (IA): individual work marked once by Horton teachers, produced as part of a course of study.
Horton teachers stagger and chunk work in to smaller pieces over intermittent due dates. When students meet these
intermittent deadlines they both leave themselves and the teacher with enough time to read, assess and provide
feedback for the draft IA.
External assessment (EA): marked externally by examiners at the end of the course.
Note: All subjects are graded on a scale of 1-7

English Literature HL

French B SL (completed by May of grade 11)

Geography SL and HL
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History SL

History HL

Biology SL

Chemistry HL

Physics SL
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The IBO has yet to publish subject briefs for the new mathematics courses being
offered for the first time in September 2019. This page will be updated as soon as
that information is made available. Until then, here is a general description of
each course we will be offering at Horton:
Mathematics: Analysis and approaches SL is intended for students who wish to pursue
studies in mathematics at university or subjects that have a large mathematical content; it is for
students who enjoy developing mathematical arguments, problem solving and exploring real
and abstract applications, with and without technology. This course is replacing what used to be
Mathematics SL.
Mathematics: Applications and interpretation SL is being designed for students who
enjoy describing the real world and solving practical problems using mathematics; those who
are interested in harnessing the power of technology alongside exploring mathematical models
and enjoy the more practical side of mathematics. This course is replacing what used to be
Mathematical Studies SL. This course is an online course offered through the Nova Scotia
Virtual School (NSVS).

Music SL

Visual Arts SL
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GUIDELINES FOR INTERNAL ASSESSMENTS
When submitting Internal Assessments, the following rules are to be followed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Electronic back up is vital. Save work on a device (laptop, thumb drive, external drive) as
well as in your Google Drive.
You MUST write your candidate number and page number on the top of EVERY page.
Print on one side of the paper only (when applicable).
You MUST sign and date the front covers (cover sheets) given to you by the teacher
saying that it is your original work.
Always cite references and explain where your sources come from.
Turn in draft and final copies on TIME. Stick to deadlines.
You are reminded to use Horton’s IB Test Calendar.

Purpose of Internal Assessment:
The Internal Assessment (IA) is an integral part of the course and is compulsory for both Higher
Level (HL) and Standard Level (SL) students. The Internal Assessment enables students to
demonstrate the application of their skills and knowledge, and to pursue their personal
interests—without the time limitations and other constraints that are associated with written
examinations.
Guidance and authenticity
The Internal Assessment must be the student’s own work, however, it is not the intention that
students should be left to work on the IA without any further support from the teacher. The
teacher should play an important role during both the planning stage and the period when the
student is working on the internally assessed work. It is the responsibility of the teacher to
ensure that students are familiar with:
• the requirements of the type of work to be internally assessed and
• the assessment criteria that MUST be addressed effectively.
Teachers and students must discuss the Internal Assessment. Students are to initiate
discussions with the teacher to obtain advice and information and are not penalized for seeking
guidance. Furthermore, it is the responsibility of Horton’s IB Diploma Program teachers to
ensure that students understand the basic meaning and significance of academic honesty—
especially authenticity and intellectual property. Teachers must ensure that all student work for
assessment is prepared according to the requirements and must explain clearly to students that
the IA must be entirely their own.
As part of the learning process, teachers can give advice to students on a first draft of the
Internal Assessment. This advice should be in terms of the way the work could be improved, but
this first draft must not be heavily annotated or edited by the teacher. The next version handed
to the teacher after the first draft must be the final one. All work submitted to the IB must be
authenticated by a teacher, and must not include any known instances of suspected or
confirmed malpractice. Each student must sign the coversheet for the IA to confirm that the
work is his or her authentic work and constitutes the final version of that work. Once a student
has officially submitted the final version of the work to a teacher for internal assessment,
together with the signed coversheet, it cannot be retracted. The same piece of work cannot be
submitted to meet the requirements of both the internal assessment and the extended essay.
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IB Policies
There is an expectation on the part of the IBO that all authorized IB World Schools develop,
communicate, share and follow the IB polices listed below:
•
•
•
•
•

Academic Honesty Policy
Assessment Policy
Language Policy
Special Educational Needs Policy
Attendance Policy

The above noted policies will be emailed to you. You are requested to kindly read each policy
and digitally sign/date each form. An electronic copy of same will be sent for your records once
you have submitted the Google Form.
Please contact Mr. Fuller, IB Coordinator (jasfuller@gnspes.ca) if you have not received the
above mentioned IB policies.
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